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Powerful Prophetic Leader Jennifer Eivaz 
Offers Practical Help for Developing Your 

Spiritual Sight to Build Up the Church

Seeing the Supernatural 
by Jennifer Eivaz 

How to Sense, Discern and Battle in the Spiritual Realm
For many believers, operating in the gifts of the Spirit has become a normal way of life. 
But there is one often-overlooked, often-misunderstood gift crucial to the well-being 
of the Church: the gift of discerning spirits. This is the powerful ability of supernatural 
perception—to hear and see into the spiritual realm. Yet many people who have it  
wonder if they are crazy.

Jennifer Eivaz, a trusted prophetic voice, has been there, and she offers hope, healing and 
practical help. Pulling back the veil, she

     • lays a biblical foundation for how this gift works
     • helps you discern what you are seeing and hearing
     • reveals what is happening in the spiritual realm
     • provides insight into the demonic, the angelic, and spiritual happenings
     • and more.

The enemy is on the move. More than ever, the Church needs people who operate in this 
powerful gift to expose hidden threats and help lead believers to victory.

“The most easy-to-understand-and-apply book available  
on the gift of discernment!”

—Steve Shultz, founder, The Elijah List

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Jennifer Eivaz (EE-vahz) is a pastor and international conference speaker with  
a heart for raising up passionate and effective prayer. She is a regular  
contributor to Charisma online and The Elijah List and has taught at Bethel School 
of the Prophets. Jennifer lives with her husband, Ron, and their two children in 
Turlock, California, where she serves as executive pastor at Harvest Christian  
Center.
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“This book will bring 
you great strength, 
 insight and much  
encouragement.”

—Bill Johnson, Bethel 
Church, Redding, CA; 
author, God Is Good 

and The Essential 
Guide to Healing


